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Your new Village Hall newsletter
EVENTS
Saturday 30th July 2-4pm

Café

plus The

Olympic Quiz!

Homemade cake, a welcoming smile and a topical quiz to boot. There’s also
a special picture quiz for the kids.

Saturday 27th August 2-4pm

Café

plus ’Icing

on the Cake’

The kids will love to try their hand at biscuit decorating and the
Tombola, whilst the grown-ups chat over coffee and cake..!

Saturday 24th September 2-4pm

Café

plus Village

Hall Sponsored Walk 2016

Three different routes depending on how tough you are—from Family Friendly to Seasoned
Walker. Which are you? Sponsorship Forms from Pre-School, Paper Shop and the PO.

SAVE THE DATE—15 OCTOBER
RACE NIGHT at the Conservative Club, Cullingworth
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Fundraising

Village Hall
Contacts —
Bookings —

Buy-A-Brick Campaign
Become part of the history of the village and make your
donation towards the new hall today by buying some
bricks! Your chosen name will be included in a
permanent artwork hung in the new hall.
Make an online donation today at MyDonate and go to
Cullingworth Village Hall
or contact Jill Logan on 01535 274173
or collect a form at the PO or Paper Shop

Alison Hardwick
01535 274258

Helping/ideas for
fundraising —
Jill Logan
01535 274173
jill.logan13@hotmail.co.uk

Follow
Cullingworth
Village Hall

for all the latest
news and details of
The big question is how to fill our £200k funding gap. We’re events.

Progress with the new hall

working on grant applications and investigating different options.
Officers at Bradford Council are helping with this.
Meanwhile, a Quantity Surveyor has been appointed to accurately
price the construction and plans are on-going to survey the
ground on Lodge Street and prepare the foundations design. A
£400 community grant from Cullingworth Village Council has
helped to fund the cost of the QS—big thank you to the VC.
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